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instrument profiling: the pro version of
basiccolor display 6 also includes the option for

profiling of instruments that have a swatch
option. when a calibration target is selected, the
software attempts to find a suitable instrument
for profiling. if the instrument is detected, then

the various instrument parameters can be
configured for profiling, and the profiles can be

saved for later use. if the instrument is not
detected, it is possible to switch between the

swatch display and the instrument display. this
is particularly useful where two different
instruments are used to create the same

swatch. a key new feature i am sure many of
you will be eager to see is the ability to specify
an application id in the calibration process. this
has been introduced for a variety of applications

in the philips lumical products for calibrating
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digital projectors, and it is now available in the
basiccolor display 6 for calibrating computer
monitors. the new feature uses the existing
monitor monitor specified in the calibration
wizard. for example, for calibrating my nec

pa272w, i selected the "display monitor" as the
application id. the default display monitor name

for the nec pa272w is "plasma 72k" which i
changed to "nec pa272w" in the "application id"
box. then i entered the name of the computer
that i want the calibration to be performed on.

finally, i entered the name of the application for
which i want to use the profile in the "profile
name" box. this name could be whatever you
want it to be, for example, "myrgb" could be

used for anything from an app that allows you to
view your photos in a specific color space, or it
could be the name of the software app that will

use the profile you create.
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you start by selecting the calibration option
from the main menu as above, and it then
opens into a second menu. you can see the

option for 'auto', which, as you might guess, is
self-explanatory and will calibrate the display
automatically. if you are using an imac, the

display will be auto-calibrated when you connect
it to your mac. the remaining options allow you

to select one of the standard settings;
brightness, contrast, or saturation in that order.
if you click back through the menus, you will see
that these also include a setting for 'auto, white,
black'. the other options, colour, are a bit more
difficult to fathom at this stage. we will look at
these options in more detail below. finally, we

come to the same menu as above, but this time
we have 'manual' for the calibration method.
click the checkbox which allows you to toggle
the option on or off, and hit 'calibrate'. then
choose a target, and the software works its

magic. you are told to wait a little while, as the
software will adjust the display in order to

provide this perfect image. however, you can
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interrupt this at any time, and if you do so at
this stage, the software will provide you with a

dialog box showing you the display settings, and
provide a reset button. you can cancel the

entire thing or go ahead and do the calibration
as normal. you will now see the first of the

waveforms. as you can imagine, this can come
in handy for a number of reasons. for example,
a homeowner may have a big display set up in
the family room and something smaller on the
couch in the living room. if this user has an up-
to-date workflow set up, that "small screen" will

be simulated, providing a soft proof of the
relative appearance of the two screens as

though they were in the same room together.
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